Raleigh, North Carolina
Adaptive Reuse: Residential Property

- Restored to original 1924 appearance
- Reflects neighborhood aesthetic
- Single Unit Dwelling
- Front Parking

Indianapolis, Indiana
Adaptive Reuse: Residential Property

- Modified architecture
- Restored as single-family home in Martindale on the Monon neighborhood

Indianapolis, Indiana
Adaptive Reuse: Business Office

- Exterior restored to original 1896 construction
- Currently Angie’s List headquarters
- Three-story office space
**Ogden, Utah**

**Adaptive Reuse: Residential Property**

- Restored to original 1927 appearance
- Reflects neighborhood aesthetic
- Single Unit Dwelling
- Front Parking
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**Seattle, Washington**

**Adaptive Reuse: Mixed-use Retail**

- Unique, historic building features
- Neighborhood-oriented
- Shared business space
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**Fairhaven, Washington**

**Adaptive Reuse: Performing Arts Center**

- Restored clay tile to original 1923 design
- Single garage door restored to two-bay design
- Event space
- Coffee bar
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Ruston, Louisiana
Adaptive Reuse: Rental Event Venue

- Original fire poles
- Reflects neighborhood aesthetic
- Event venue primarily for weddings and business meetings

Indianapolis, Indiana
Adaptive Reuse: Residential Property

- Historically restored with a second level added
- Neighborhood-oriented

Lansing, Michigan
Adaptive Reuse: Residential Property

- Originally a 1920’s single family home
- Open and industrial concept
- Minor changes in floor and ceilings to define rooms